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Coming...months of great reading
1968 is proving to be one of the most exciting
years for square and round dancing in a long,
long time. News is coming in daily about the
many events that are going to take place
throughout the year. Progressive callers and
teachers are coming up with new basics and
ideas you'll want to be informed about. You'll
find everything worth knowing each and every
month in SQUARE DANCE Magazine. You'll
read articles by some of the most popular personalities in the square and round dance field.
The Workshop and Records sections of
SQUARE DANCE are acclaimed everywhere
as the best in the business. So, if you are not
a subscriber to SQUARE DANCE or your subscription is about to run out, plerlse fill out the
handy coupon below and mail today.

SQUARE DANCE Magazine
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed.

❑ One Year at $5.

❑ Two Years at $9.00

Canadian and Foreign add 50c a year for postage. U.S. Funds.
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are very near our goal. Our goal is
$6,909j5 and we have collected
$6,341.21 '. ' .
L. C. Hauke
!'
Indianapolis,
Ind.
f

. .

The book, "Candid Square Dance
Photos," arrived last week. Thank you
so much . . . I have given your address
to several different clubs . . .
Mrs. Jack Dirksen
Denver, Colo.
We just started square dancing and
we both love it. We have a small club
and are trying to recruit new members . . .
Our caller, Ralph St. Pierre, gave
my husband some books to look
through. We have decided to subscribe
to SQUARE DANCE. We enjoy it
very much.
Mrs. Mark Hebert
Bradley, Ill.
Square dancing in New Zealand is
expanding. Two years ago we had six
couples. At a dance for overseas visitors last November, we had 28 squares.
We are expecting 40 squares in March
for the next dance . . .
Thanks for the articles on teaching
the new callers that teaching must be
progressive and that the dancers must
be helped.
Art Shepherd
Christchurch, New Zealand
Thanks for the nice write-up about
the bus for LaRue Carter Hospital
(January 1968 SQUARE DANCE). I
am Chairman of this bus drive and we

'Your article in the December 1967
SQUARE DANCE about the Michigan
State Promenaders went over big in
this area, especially with the Promenaders
1.■41/4 I.
Marge Grover
1
Perry, Mich.
Enjoy reaching and using some of
the calls 'ti" SQUARE DANCE. As a
caller for ten years, I wish that all of
us writing new material would spend
a little more, effort dreaming up better
combinations of existing basics and not
combikiag,two or three basics and giving the Call a new name.
We need new ideas, yes. But the
flood of non-directional calls is too
much for,niiet, I have set the following
policy:' It r can call a figure directionally, I refuse to use the new name.
Barge thru is a good example. I
can usethe pattern but call it directionally. Centers square thru five hands
work-4 better than centers pass thru in
this call . . .
I have.-discussed this with numerous
callers here in California. I also call
spin chain thru directionally. It is easy
for the dancers to understand. Keep
up the good job you are doing with
SQUARE DANCE.
Tom Miller
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE
Magazine, 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights, Ill. 60004.
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Two problems familiar to all square dancers
were detailed in my column in the January
1968 SQUARE DANCE. Problem number one,
you will recall, was about Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
The Smiths had a really heated argument about
which of them goofed the previous square.
You do not know which of them is right. The
O
questions asked were what would you do if
O
you were the caller or if you were a dancer in
O
the square.
O
O
Al Bailey, an avid square dancer from Rockford, Ill. writes: "I have danced with your
O
Mr. and Mrs. Smith. I have often gone over
O
and with a laugh said 'Boy, did you see me
O
foul that up?' If this did not cool the arguO
ment, I sometimes suggested exchanging part❑
ners."
O
Problem number two was about a beginning
O
class that had had about eight lessons. Club
O
dancers were helping them and one night sevO
eral guests from a neighboring club dropped
O
in. They invited the beginners to their club
❑
dance the following Saturday night because
"no lessons are necessary" to dance there.
❑
The questions asked were what would you
O
do
if you were one of the local club dancers
O
and
what would you do if you were the teacherO
caller
for the beginners.
O
Mr. Bailey's answers to this problem follow.
O
"This could be handled publicly by thanking
the visiting dancers and assuring them that we
O
would certainly encourage our students to visit
O
their club as soon as their abilities as dancers
O
would not embarrass themselves or their hosts.
O
"I believe that many clubs do a great •disO
service to their new student dancers by not
❑
being truthful and frank with them during the
O
O
training period.
"Let us tell our new dancers that the smooth
O
and fluid movements of experienced dancers
O
come only after long practice and time. To
O
some it comes easy, to others hard. But all
O
along the way we have the company of friendO
!:
ly folks who enjoy the human activity called
square dancing.
O
"Square dancing is fun and good for you.
O
It is the only form of social activity that I
O
know of that requires only you to participate.
O
Who, what, where you live—a whole list of
O
qualifications do not apply. Elementary good
O
manners, personal cleanliness, ability to dance
❑
at the level of the group, are the only re❑
p quirements.
"So take your time. Remember every tip
O
starts with a cheery hello and ends with a
O
0
1:3 heartfelt thank you to all in square.
O
▪
❑
❑
❑
O
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"After the last tip,'•14iVeniters
please stay for a short meeting:" This
announcement was magi:1311'011r club
president, during the fi'tst–lan& of
:146 •
the season.
.e. ...
11
"Oh oh, I think I kno/rnit he
wants tonight," I said..Slal. teLo 6 it
again this year? We did ast tyear,
but then we knew wz. Ward begefit
ourselves as well as hiffiliti:Vhers.
I think we could be Via Vel:Liful
this time, after all we've gotpCkt -more
mileage on our dancing „qv:0 : now.
Looking around the 14114 wp saw
last year's batch of begiaripr4,g4thering around the meeting„:They, were
well on the road to squareglancing
fun and we helped them. At,.,ttlerliirst
few lessons, Elnora and IticiSprerson,
thinking we were also beiiiiners,,wondered how we could catch I cgt,0 .fast,
The night we split up the cziples
(because husband and wife do . better
. ''
sys fad' 'lnd
this way), Jake shook n'i
said he felt he did so weiP4liel I
act-. ,!
t.s
was his partner.
r.-. ? ."§ e!,:
we r
fn)up, to
Then Jill, his wife,..
me and said, "When ypq:roi. h usband
dances with me I always en lip in
the right place." How we lgaghed
when Ted came to class"telqpi'alt in
a pair of boots he boulhPffir kraduation, and ended up brtigaIng in
stocking feet. Sometimes vnI4l'ughed
so hard we had to sit ilchlotl.*aziine
seemed to mind if the re* liqtrthed
1 "1"
to be on them.
The inevitable shout of joy becathe
more frequent as a squWil vlifffltable
to get through a call c"eirP4hcPfind
"i 'All( 40.4. :.
6

their corner in the right place for a
left allemande. What a time we had
with the "Tea cup chain" or "Spin
the top." The walk thrus we would
manage but add the music and WOW!
—or say "Stir the bucket"—utter confusion. After a tip everyone would
be giggling and mopping their faces,
thoroughly exhausted from their efforts.
At the Hallowe'en dance we added
to their costumes, shoe boxes and balloons on their feet with large brown
bags on their hands. Our caller went
along with the fun by calling tips that
added to their difficulties. So—who
has more fun than Square Dancers?
As time went by the girls would
arrive in beautiful new square dance
dresses or skirts, the men with colorful western shirts. They were beginning to look more like Square Dancers
every week.
At graduation, we launched them on
their way to square dancing fun.
Awards were given couples for several
assorted reasons like best square stoppers, etc. Then "Graduates" put on an
exhibition dance for the "Angels."
The "Angels" were presented with
"Angel Badges" they earned by helping the beginners. A speech of gratitude was given and we were thanked
for things like sending them off in
the wrong direction for a left allemande, talking while the instructor was
trying to explain a call and for goofing up in general.
We were almost as excited as they
were about their first club dance. We

N\ \ \ 1 ///
../.
•-...c.:= 7,
)
'--,

By Julie Cycle
Wheeling, Illinois

had everyone in the club ready for
their arrival. To make them feel
at ease, and help them out whereever possible, was the theme for
that evening. Most of them squared
up with the club members, the bolder
ones mixed with the guests. Now,
they were full fledged SQUARE
DANCERS, name badges and all.
I remember how glad we were the
"Angels" got into our square when
we were taking our lessons. They
gave us more confidence and we
seemed to learn faster. As "Angels"
when we would put on an exhibition
dance for the class, I could see us as
beginners, sitting watching and wishing that we could do as well. Keeping
in mind all these things, we decided
to do it again.
As the meeting was called to order,
and the preliminaries were out of the
way, we got down to business. Now,
last but not least, came the call for
"Angels."
"How many may I count on to be
"Angels" for this year's beginners
class?" the president asked, "Let's see
the hands." I noticed a number of
last year's beginners' hands go up. It
made me feel good because I knew
they were in for a lot of fun. They will
be better dancers, and be more understanding and tolerant of other dancers, because of this service they perform.
Quite a few new "Angels" were
born that night and a few old ones
responded to the call "BE AN ANGEL."
0
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SINCE DANCE is the art of human
‘' motion, our simple every day movements such as walking, running, kneeling and sitting can be put into dance
form. Although the body is always
dancing, parts of it show motion emphatically. The expressiveness of the
hands, the turning of a head and the
lifting of a foot, show motion. Each
dancer needs to interpret and inject
into the dance what he feels the choreographer means. We are all endowed
with a sense of rhythm. In some cases,
however, it is necessary to develop a
response to even the simplest of

LEADERSHIP
AND
TEACHING
BY LUV N JOHNNY ANDERSON

Fairfield, Conn

rhythmx. The square dancer learns a
basic shuffle of one step per beat of
the music. The round dancer is taught
to interpret the more complex rhythm
patterns that he hears.
How then, is this response developed? We start our beginners with the
simple walking step, counting aloud
as we go and gradually increasing our
tempo from the "slows" to the
"quicks." We progress as fast as the
slowest will go, as slow as the fastest
will go, always trying to strike a happy medium. We conscientiously watch
our beginners, giving them rest periods
when needed and individual help where
necessary.

The round dance teacher who is
truly concerned with developing this
response, does not "push" the beginner into learning a dance routine prematurely. It is a true leader who recognizes that memory of a dance routine naturally follows the development
of the response to music and its particular tempo or rhythm.
If we are to train our dancers to
respond to the many different rhythm
structures round dancing offers us,
it is our responsibility to train ourselves well. We must have a well
rounded knowledge of the dance itself, the shifting of weight and the
understanding of choreography in its
true sense. We must be well versedinround dance terminology and its interpretation. As a leader and teacher
we must be always cognizant of new
material, new methods of teaching and
changes in terminology. We must he
willing to accept another's method
over our own if it will benefit our
dancers.

ment and we must inject some gaity
into our teaching, it should be remembered that as a teacher we are continually "on stage". Our demonstrations should be accurate and precise
without exaggerated movements.
Our oral explanation of what we
are doing should be clear and to the
point. We should encourage and answer questions willingly. In answering
a question put to us by a dancer, we
may be answering the same question
for other dancers who could be too
timid to ask. Since we must have the
admiration of our dancers in order to
properly lead them, we must first gain
their respect as a teacher and leader.
Our own attitude therefore, is a prime
factor toward this particular goal.
The greatest reward the teacher and
leader can achieve is the knowledge
that "this is a job well done." The
visual proof is the dancer—well
trained!
❑

Confidence in one's ability to dance
comes with experience. The more experience the dancer has, the more confident he becomes. It must be remembered however, that the teacher can
play an important part in helping the
dancer to attain this confidence. We
gently, but firmly, lead the way giving
the needed encouragement until the
dancer is assured of his own ability to
dance. Once confidence is established,
the self-consciousness is overcome and
the dancer is now comfortable. With
the passing of time, he then acquires
the poise which is part of that we
refer to as "styling".
Showmanship and personality are an
important part of teaching. As a
round dance leader it is our job to entertain as well as teach. Our attitude
toward the dancer requires much
thought on our part. Although class
night must also be a night of enjoy-

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Lov 'N Johnny have been teaching
rounds for 15 years. Traveling to festivals and institutes and teaching six
nights a week keep them busy. They
have also written several round dances.
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HOW TO
TEACH
MODERN
SQUARE DANCING

Condensed From
A Book Written By

JAY KING
Lexington, Massachusetts

PART VI

24th NIGHT
(Fourth Night of Workshop)
We're going to look at a figure
called run tonight. Just because it's
called run doesn't mean you really
have to run to do it. It isn't done
any faster or any slower than any
other movement in square dancing.
Basically, the run is this—if you are
told to run, such as men run or girls
run (or ends run or centers run),
first you decide that the caller
means you, and then what you do is
walk (don't run) to the other side
of the person nearest you and you
face in the opposite direction from
the way you were facing at the start
of the call.
From right there at home, the
men run. Walk over to the other
side of your partner and stand beside her facing out of the set. Girls,
you just stand there. Men run
again. That gets you back where you
started. All four couples California
twirl, then the men run to a left
allemande, come home and square
your sets.
From where you stand, the girls
run. Walk forward around to your
partner's left side, girls, and face
out of the set. Once more, girls run
to a left allemande, come home and
square your squares.
Let's look at it this way. Heads
go forward and swing thru, go
right then left and balance too. A
handy rule to remember about run
is that the ones designated always
do the run around a contrasting
person. In other words, if the call
is men run, they will move around
girls. If the call is centers run, they
will move around ends. If the call is
ends run, they'll move around centers. If the call is girls run, they'll
move around men.
Now, from where you are—men
run. Move to the outside around
the girls. Hold it there for a min-

ute. We're going to do what's called
a two-faced wheel and deal. Remember that in a regular wheel and
deal the right hand couple in the
line wheels around to face the opposite direction and the left hand
couple wheels in behind them.
If you'll check it, you are both
on the left end of the line from
where you are standing, since as
couples you are facing in opposite
directions. So when you wheel and
deal you will wheel halfway around
and end up facing each other with
both couples back at home position.
We want to add one variation to
slip the clutch. It's called throw in
the clutch. Walk around the corner,
turn partner left and make an allemande thar and back 'em up, boys.
Remember on a slip the clutch you
let go and moved forward one girl
at a time. On throw in the clutch
the inside people will let go of the
outside people and everyone will
just keep walking until the caller
tells you how to get out of it.
Throw in the clutch and put her
in low. Men walk forward in your
star, girl walk forward on the outside. Pass partner once, second time
catch them left for a do-paso her by
the left, corner by the right, her by
the left like an allemande thar and
back 'em up, boys, right where you
are. Throw in the clutch and put
her in low, pass your partner let
her go, second time, pass her and
find the corner for a left allemande,
here we go with a right and left
grand, promenade when you meet
your maid.
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25th NIGHT
(Fifth Night of Workshop)
Way back in the early part of our
lessons, we learned how to reverse
the direction of a grand right and
left by doing a forearm turn back
with partner. Let's review that turn
back just once. Allemande left and
a right and left grand, hand over
hand around the land, meet your
partner across the track, by the
right forearm do a turn back, and
a right and left grand on the wrong
track, all the way back you're doin'
fine, meet your girl turn back in
time, grand right and left till you
meet your own, promenade your
lady home.
That turn back with the right
forearm never had a name and
wasn't used for anything except to
reverse the direction of a right and
left grand for a long time. Recently it was made into a regular call
and given the name of turn thru.
Head couples forward and back. To
do a turn thru, just turn the oppo12

site person halfway around by the
right forearm and then walk past
that same person standing right
shoulders until you are all facing
out of the set at home. Men, your
partner will be on your left.
Walk forward, do a right forearm turn and walk forward again
but in the opposite direction.
Heads, separate and go around one,
come into the middle and turn thru
—turn the one you face by the
right forearm and then pass each
other by to a left allemande and
square your sets at home.
Heads, forward and back with
you, same two just turn thru, separate and go around one, into the
middle and turn thru, do a left allemande and here we go right and
left grand. Go through , this same
routine with the sides active.

26th NIGHT
(Sixth Night of Workshop)
To teach fold, have the heads lead
right and circle up four and break
right out make lines of four, move
up to the middle and back. Then
pass thru and hold it right there. The
call to fold means that the designated people take one step forward
and U turn back. Have the men
fold—just take a step forward and
U turn back. Star thru and everybody promenade but don't slow
down. One and three just wheel
around and cross trail thru to the
corner stand, do an allemande left
come back one and promenade.
Have the sides lead right and circle up four, break on out in lines
of four, move up to the middle and
back. Then pass thru and just the
girls fold—step forward and U turn
back. Then star thru and California
twirl, promenade around the world,
keep going and don't slow down.
Sides wheel around and star thru,
then pass thru to a left allemande
and here we go with a right and
left grand. Meet your girl and promenade.
Heads go forward and back with
you, then square thru in the middle
you two, four hands to the outside
two, split those two around one
make a line, move up to the middle
and back. Then pass thru and the
ends—ends of the line—fold. Ends
step forward and do a U turn back.
Do a right and left thru in front
of you, then turn the girls and a
left allemande, here we go with a
right and left grand.
Heads go forward and back with
you, then cross trail thru and separate go around just one to a line
of four, move into the middle and
back. Then pass thru and the centers—inside people in the line—fold.
Insides arch and dive thru and pass
thru to a left allemande and here
we go with a right and left grand.
Four ladies chain, turn a new
Jane, then the sides move forward
and back again. Same two cross trail
thru, separate and go around one,

squeeze right in make lines of four,
move up to the middle and back.
Then pass thru, centers fold, look
out, man, do a left allemande and
here we go with a right and left
grand.
The dancers have done the castoff 3/4 following a centers in but
have not seen it from a plain line
of four facing out. This seccibd situation is going to be tougher for
them, since when the call is given,
the center people in the line must
quickly identify themselves as centers and start moving forward while
the ends of the line remain as pivots.
There isn't much more to explain.
ing the movement than this. The
centers in and cast-off was a natural
kind of thing to do since the centers in movement had the inside
people moving forward already and
these same people kept walking forward for the cast off.
Call heads lead right and circle
up four, head men break to a line
of four, move up to the middle and
back to town, then pass thru and
cast-off 3/4 around. Center people
in the line walk forward and the
ends stand as pivots. Centers, turn
those end people around with you
until you meet another couple
wheeling in with you and make
new lines of four. Go up to the
middle and back to town, then
pass thru and cast-off 3/4 around.
Make new lines move up and
back, right and left thru, cross
trail thru across the land, corners
all a left allemande and here we go
with a right and left grand.
Then have the sides go through
the same thing. You'll have the
other couples in the center this
time and the ones who were centers
before (when the heads led to the
right) will he the pivots on the end.
From the caller's standpoint, a pass
thru and cast-off 3/4 accomplishes
exactly the same positioning maneuver as pass thru and bend the line,
or pass thru move on to the next.
To the dancers the two movements
feel very different.
Next Month—Part VII
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WILLARD ORLICH
CHOREOGRAPHY
WHAT'S HAPPENED TO THE
SWING?
The waist swing in today's square
dance picture is not practiced by our
dancers like it has been in the past.
Before square dance choreography became an "everybody work" type dance
the visiting couple figures left two
other couples with nothing else to do
but swing.
Number one couple would go out
to the right to number two couple
and "take a little peek, back to the
center and swing your sweet", on to the
next (number three) and do something and then finally to number four
to finish the visit. At this point everyone got into the act with an allemande
left and grand right and left.
The advantage to this type square
dancing was obvious. An untrained
couple could take the number four
couple position, watch the pattern performed by three other couples before
it was their turn. As far as the swing
itself was concerned, it never seemed
to be a problem for a man to take a
lady in his arms and turn with her—
even to the left as well as toward his
right.
Anything was allowed since the entire choreography pattern started and
ended with swings plus the privilege
of swapping partners in between visits
and swinging them. These were the
days when the fun of square dancing
14

meant not only sociability with your
neighbor but also a means of blowing
off physical steam from a hard day's
work. These were the days of imbibing
before and during the dance resolving into a swing 'em and fling 'em
type affair.
The square dance recreation has
come a long way as we know and
practice it although this country-type
square dancing still exists in many
areas. Variations to the choreography
used were as multiple as there were
communities in the country and is
sometimes referred to as "Eastern Hoedown" type dancing. It was fun and
is fun but physically tiring.
Today's way of life has changed
our square dance choreography from a
physical to a mental blow off of everyday problems. Machinery has taken the
place of muscles thereby cutting down
our needs to unwind physically and has
increased our need for a milder physical exercise coupled with a change of
mental thinking and problems.
Thus it is that we find today's
square dance choreography requiring
fewer swings, letting everybody move
in the dance almost at once but unfortunately demanding some basic
training requisites on the part of each
dancer involved.
The day of allowing an untrained
couple to join in the activity as number four couple is no longer possible
without embarrassing or frustrating
them to the point of not having fun—
participation with confidence.

The key to today's square dancing
participation after an initial training
period is to LISTEN. Movements are
timed to be executed two beats after
command. You cannot be swinging a
lady, whooping it up so to speak, and
hear the next command plus executing
it smoothly all within two beats of
the command.
Somebody finds themselves flung
out of position or painfully jerked
into place. Thus it is that the swing
in today's square dancing has evolved
into a milder, more sophisticated type
movement.
Today's square dancing requires
very little swinging, perhaps less than
there should be. Dancers are trained
to do a swing after a promenade to
home but it usually only amounts to
about a three-quarter swing to open up
facing center of set ready for the next
command. Some of the "old timers"
try to get in an extra swing and cause
a hold-up on the next command execution or cause the lady to take an
extra flip out—usually into left field.
Some singing calls allow time for an
extra swing but don't assume this—
wait until you're sure you have the
time. Personally, I would rather be
"dancing" somehow in a swing or an
extra long promenade than stand like
a bump on a log waiting for the next
command to get the action going again.
If you find yourself having extra
time to swing several times before the
next command, perhaps your set is not
observing the promenade rule. Are you
watching number one man? If he is
more than one-quarter position from
home, he should stop. If he is less
than one-quarter position from home,
he should promenade full around.
If he is exactly one-quarter _position
from home when the promenade starts,
the number one man only makes the
decision to stop or go all the way
around so watch him. If he guesses
wrong, it's his fault not yours—clobber
him later after the tip. If number two,
three, or four stops, pass them by
therefore avoiding an expressway pile
up or rear end collision. They should
get the message and be more attentive
the next time.

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
FRED STAEBBEN, Palmer Lake,
Colo.: "Can't find the Grand Teacup
Chain in all my new material. Do
you have the figure?"
The Grand Teacup Chain is so called
because all-four-ladies dance the same
pattern that the two head ladies would
follow in a normal teacup chain. Actually the figure doesn't need a name because it can be called directional:
Four ladies star right 3/4 around
Send them right with a right-hand
round
Four ladies star left once and a
quarter
Turn them boys and send them to
the right
Turn 'em left
Walk all around the left hand
lady . . .
Like a teacup chain, the ladies progress one quarter position to the right
each time until back to home position.
The four men can also be worked in
the same manner.
HUGH ARMSTRONG, Regina,
Sask., Canada: "We can learn the new
movements but let us also explore to
the limit the good ones that have already been introduced. A caller usually
shows the elementary usage of a basic
but doesn't go any further. A comment
we heard recently was 'Why bother
about variations, we don't get them
anyway.' "
If a new idea doesn't have the versatility for variations, it's not a worthwhile idea. An example of this is slide
thru. In itself, it is a no-hand movement thus cancelling hands for the
next command allowing either hand to
be used.
But, holding fast to the rule that
men always one quarter right face and
ladies always one quarter left face after
the pass by, some interesting variations
develop because the dancers find themselves in opposite facing direction than
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would result from a star thru.
If two ladies or two men are face
to face and expected to star thru, who
turns under? There is no problem
to slide thru. Thus the variation in
this case makes the movement have
much more value to square dance choreography. Take a simple movement as
follows:
Head couples right and left thru
Same two right and left back
(zero) . . .
VARIATION:
Heads right and left thru and one
quarter more
Girls trade, boys trade
Bend the line (zero) . . .
MRS. ELLIOTT WILLIAMS, Tucson, Ariz.: "On page 24 of the July
1967 issue of SQUARE DANCE Magazine, OLE BUSTER'S TURNOVER
figure uses a three-quarter top. Again
on the GRENN No. 13018 record,
OLE BUSTER SWINGS SOUTH, uses
one quarter top and one half top.
Please, we're stumped! Ole Buster's a
difficult friend but a joy since we
first met him back East. No one here
had met him but now at least a few
friends have made his acquaintance and
like us, will never be the same again.
Our best to Ole Buster—may he live
forever!"
The "Ole Buster" in your Editor
thanks you. He does manage to sneak
into a Workshop record now and then
in order to release wild thoughts,
doesn't he? The fractional "TOP"
commands refer to people positions
and not to any of the three-part movement of spin the top itself. From an
allemande thar set-up, on call to spin
the top, ends swing in half, new centers star around to the same (fourth)
person who is now an end and moving
around the outside toward them. Movement ends in another allemande thar
(wave) position.
One quarter top moves dancers
around to just one person, one half
top to the second person, three quarters top to the third person and the full
all-eight-spin the top to the fourth or
original person.
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FIGURES
AND BREAKS
FIGURES
by Pete Peterson, Palos Park, Ill.
Head two gents and the corner girl
Go up to the middle and back
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Stay facing out
Side two gents and the corner girl
Go up to the middle and back
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru
You're facing out
All eight California twirl
Girl on the right half sashay
Right and left grand . . .
Head two gents and the corner girl
pass thru
Separate, go around one
Four in line, go up and back
Star thru, centers in, centers run
Centers fold, center two pass thru
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Pull the corner by
Left allemande . . .
Sides do a right and left thru
Same two ladies chain
Heads swing thru, star thru
Eight chain two
Swing thru with the outside two
Boys run, wheel and deal
Eight chain two
Swing thru with the outside two
Boys run, wheel and deal
Eight chain two
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande . . .
SPIN CHAIN THRU
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
Head ladies chain to the right
New side ladies chain across
Heads square thru four hands around
Do-sa-do to ocean wave, balance
Spin chain thru and balance
Spin chain thru, box the gnat
Grand right and left . . .
Side ladies chain across the square
Head couples square thru four hands
around

Do-sa-do the outside two, make a wave
Spin chain thru, then swing thru
Spin chain thru, then turn thru
Allemande left . . .
Heads square thru four hands
Spin chain thru with the outside two
Do it again, spin chain thru
Boys run, cast-off 3/4
Star thru, dive in
Square thru 3/4 around
Allemande left . . .
Promenade
Heads wheel around, spin the top
All eight circulate, spin chain thru
Spin the top, boys run, bend the line
Dive in, pass thru, left allemande .
Promenade
Heads wheel around
Right and left thru
Slide thru, swing thru
Spin chain thru
All eight circulate
Spin chain thru, swing thru
Boys run, cast-off 3/4
Slide thru, eight chain three
Right, left, right, left allemande
WRONG BUGS
by "Homesy"
Allemande left, go forward two
Right and left, turn back one
Partner right a wrong way thar
Back up a left-hand star
Shoot that star
Go left and right to another thar
Shoot that star just like that
Go left and right and box the gnat
Gents star left around the set
Partner right, box the gnat
Change hands swat the flea
Change girls, box the gnat
Change hands, swat the flea
Left allemande . . .
DUCK NO MORE
by Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, Calif.
Head ladies chain
Same two swing thru
Box the gnat, then square thru
Count four hands and when you do
Star thru, pass thru, U turn back
Square thru 3/4 around
Join hands, arch in the middle
Ends turn in, pass thru
Right and left thru

Dive thru, pass thru, star thru
Pass thru, U turn back
Square thru 3/4 around
Join hands, arch in the middle
Ends turn in, pass thru
Left allemande . . .
WHERE'D THEY GO?
by Dick Phillips
Allemande left and promenade
Two and four wheel around
Right and left thru
Three and four square thru five hands
One and two, you pass thru
All eight, bend the line
One and four right and left thru
Two and three star thru
Square thru three hands
Now one and four cross trail
Left allemande . . .
BREAK
by "The Hoot 'N' Two"
Lovig and Fournier
Heads star thru, pass thru
Circle four to a line
Girls fold, star thru
Wheel and deal to face those two
Left allemande . .
DOUBLE CROSS THRU
by Cliff Westerling, Fairfield, Conn.
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers cross trail thru
All cross trail thru
Centers cross trail thru
Centers in, cast-off 34 around
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers in, cast-off 3/4
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers cross trail thru
All cross trail thru
Centers cross trail thru
Centers in, cast-off 3/4
Center four square thru four hands
Ends only, left allemande
Everybody right and left grand
FIGURES
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
CIRCULATE WITH A RIGHT
HAND SWING NO. 2
Heads square thru, do-sa-do to a wave
All eight circulate twice
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Then right hand swing half
All eight circulate
Then right hand swing half
All eight circulate twice
Then right hand swing half
All eight circulate
Then right hand swing half
All eight circulate, allemande left
BIG WAVE
Heads spin the top
Sides divide and box the gnat
Make a big wave and balance
Boys run, bend the big line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Swing thru, while the other four
Divide and box the gnat
Make a big wave, rock it
Boys run, bend the big line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Pass thru, left allemande . . .
CROSS CLOVERLEAF
Heads go forward and back
Star thru, double pass thru
Cross cloverleaf, double pass thru
Cross cloverleaf
Center four square thru 3/4
Allemande left . . .
SPIN TO OLE' DAISY
One and three go forward and back
Spin the top, then dixie daisy
Cross by the right, turn half by the left
Cross right back, centers out
Bend the line, star thru
Right and left thru, dive in, star thru
Spin the top, then dixie daisy
Cross by the right,
Turn half by the left
Cross right back, centers out
Bend the line
Two ladies dixie style to an ocean
wave
Girls run, cast-off 3/4
Pass thru, wheel and deal, substitute
Pass thru, left allemande . . .
TURN THRU AND ROUND OFF
BREAK
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Forward eight and back
Turn thru, round off
Turn thru in the middle
Left turn thru with the outside
Center two turn thru, centers in
Cast-off 3/4
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Box the gnat, cross trail thru
Allemande left . . .
FIGURES
by Tom Rinker, Omaha, Nebr.
SQUEEZE IN!
Heads lead right, circle up four
Head men break, line up four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute, back over two
Outsides squeeze in you do
Up to the middle and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double swing thru in the middle you
do
Spin the top but watch it, pop
Pull on by, go around one
Pass thru in the middle
Left allemande . . .
EASY TURN
Heads cross trail thru
Go around one
Left turn thru in the middle
Do-sa-do to ocean wave
Circulate go two by two
Cross fold, left allemande . . .
JUST THREE
Ladies chain 3/4
Sides star thru, then rollaway
Left turn thru
Then eight chain three
Just three hands, count them man
Left allemande . . .
DON'S DOWNFALL
Sides right and left thru
Rollaway, then turn thru
Separate, around one to a line
Eight to the middle and back with you
Star thru, a double pass thru
Clover leaf, go two by two
Centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande . . .
SQUARE THRU HALF
by Dick Phillips
One and three right and left thru
Same two half square thru
Half square thru the outside two
On to the next and half square thru
Square thru four hands in the middle
Sides divide and star thru
Centers in, cast-off 3/4
.Pass thru and wheel and deal
Girls pass thru, U turn back

Square thru
Left allemande . . .
ARKY RETREAD
by Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, Calif.
Promenade
Heads wheel around
Star thru, half sashay
Eight chain thru, the wrong way do
All the way over, all the way back
Keep on chaining across that track
You'll be done when you count eight
hands
Go right and left grand . . .
GIMMICKS
by Chuck Tippett, Mishawaka, Ind.
Promenade, don't slow down
Sides only, put lady in the lead
Single file
Heads wheel to the middle
Right and left thru
Sides keep going
Heads star thru
Do-sa-do and pass thru
Left allemande . . .
Heads make a right hand star
Back by the left
Pass your corner
Pick up the next (same sex)
Star promenade, and girls only
Put the right hand person in the lead
Go single file
Boys wheel to the middle and do-sa-do
Girls keep going, boys swing thru
Spin the top and pass thru
Left allemande . . .
This same set up works the same
if you should have the boys go single
file and the girls wheel to the middle.
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast-off 34
Pass thru and just the boys turn back
Same sex promenade like that
And don't slow down
Girls put the outside lady in the lead
Go single file
Boys wheel to the middle, right and
left
Girls keep going
Boys half square thru and U turn back
Do-sa-do and U turn back
Left allemande . . .

Two and four right and left thru
Side ladies chain right
New head ladies chain 3/4
Side gents turn and whirlaway
Lines of three go forward and back
Pass thru, girls separate
Go around the head gent to line of
three
Lines of three go forward and back
Pass thru, girls separate
Go around the side gent to a wave
of three
Waves swing thru, ends star thru
Same two right and left thru
Square thru 3/4 , others turn back
Left allemande . . .
Head ladies chain right
Couples one and two right and left
thru
New two and three right and left thru
Couples four and new one promenade
half way
Stand behind that two
Inside two frontier whirl
Square thru 3/4
Left allemande . . .
Sides right and left thru
Side ladies chain
Head gents take your partner and
corner
Go forward six and back, pass thru
Turn left single file, go half way
Down the middle, triple dixie chain
U turn back
Inside ladies chain across
Same two couples star thru
.
Cross trail thru to left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
U turn back, number one box the gnat
Same two couples square thru 3/4
Split the ring and line up four, star
thru
Centers right and left thru with a
full turn
Centers in and cast-off 34
If you can, pass thru
Two lines wheel and deal
Girls cross trail thru, left allemande . .
REWRITE NO. 2
by Clyde Swinehart, Covina, Calif.
One and three do-sa-do to an ocean
wave
Swing thru, don't stop
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Spin the top, don't stop, pass thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Do-sa-do with those two to an ocean
wave
Rock it Jack, swing star thru
Now when you're thru California
twirl
Cross trail thru, U turn back
Two ladies chain
Dixie chain on a double track
Girls turn back, left allemande .
BREAKS
by Fred Whiteford, Costa Mesa, Calif.
Heads pass thru, U turn back
Square thru four hands
With the outsides square thru
Facing out, bend the line
Star thru, substitute
Square thru five hands
Allemande left . . .
Four ladies chain
Sides right and left thru
Heads pass thru, around two
Line up four
All cross trail thru
Right and left grand . . .
DIXIE GRAND LIKE A DIXIE
CHAIN
by Will Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Four ladies chain across the way
Heads only roll away
Circle up eight while you're that way
Reverse back single file
Let's Dixie grand like a Daisy chain
Boys turn back, go right and left
Turn back one, right hand around
Go backward two, left and right
Turn back one, left hand around
Go backward two
Right and left allemande . . .
TURN THRU FIGURES
by Chip Hendrickson, Ridgefield,
Conn.
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru and turn thru
Left turn thru in the center you do
Centers in and cast-off 3/4 around
Pass thru, wheel and deal
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Centers pass thru and turn thru
Left turn thru in the center you do
Centers in and cast-off 3/4 around
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . .
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru 3/4 around
Left turn thru with outside two
Back to the center and turn thru
Cloverleaf that's what you do
Centers square thru 3/4 around
Left turn thru with the outside two
Back to the middle and turn thru
Cloverleaf that's what you do
Centers square thru 3/4 around
Left turn thru with the outside two
Back to the center and turn thru
Cloverleaf is what you do
Center two square thru 3/4 around
Left turn thru with the outside two
Back to the center and turn thru
Then cloverleaf that's what you do
Double pass thru across from you
First couple left, next couple right
Right and left thru the first in sight
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . .
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Centers two will turn thru
Left turn thru the outside two
Back to the center and turn thru
Then cloverleaf that's what you do
Center two will turn thru
Left turn thru with the outside two
Back to the center and turn thru
Cloverleaf, double pass thru
First couple left
Next couple right
Right and left thru the first in sight
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . .
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
The centers square thru 3/4 around
Left turn thru with the outside two

Back to the center and turn thru
Centers in and cast-off 3/4 around
Go forward eight and back you reel
Then pass thru and wheel and deal
Centers pass thru and turn thru
Left turn thru in the center you do
Centers in and cast-off 3/4 around
And star thru
Square thru 3/4 around
Left allemande . . .
JUST A DANCE
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
Head couples do a half square thru
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Dive in, pass thru, swing thru
Boys run, wheel and deal, dive in
Pass thru, split two, go around one
Make a line of four
Forward eight and back
Box the gnat
Pa:s thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, lead couple go left
Next couple right
Square thru four hands
Right to mother, pull by
Allemande left . . .

NEW IDEA
TURN AND Q
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, N.Y.
From an ocean wave or two facing
couples, couples turn thru, quarter in
and left thru all in one move. The
equivalent is a square thru.
Left turn and Q starts with the left
hand, quarter in, and right turn thru.
Equals a square thru but hands
changed.
TEACHING EXAMPLES
by Will Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Heads turn and Q
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru y4
Left allemande .. .

Head couples star thru
Turn and Q
Partners trade, cross trail thru
Left allemande . . .
EXAMPLES
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, N.Y.
Heads turn and Q
Turn and Q again
Partner trade, star thru
Dive thru, square thru 3/4
Left allemande . . .
Heads turn left and Q
Left swing thru, centers trade
All eight circulate two times
To a left allemande . . .
Head couples lead to the right
Head men break to make a line
Slide thru, swing thru
Turn and Q
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Box the gnat, turn and Q
Partner trade, pass thru
Round off to a left allemande
Heads turn and Q
Sides half sashay, swing thru
Turn and Q
Boys run, girls turn back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers cross trail thru
Left allemande . . .
Heads turn and Q
Swing thru, circulate
Turn and Q
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Peel off, spin the top
Turn and Q
Wheel and deal, substitute
Box the gnat, square thru y4
Left allemande .

SQUARE DANCE Magazine WORKSHOP features original material submitted by you. Choreography, Callers'
Questions, Basic Breakdown, Figures and
Breaks, and New Ideas are presented
each month. Mail new and creative
material and questions to Willard Orlich,
Workshop Editor, SQUARE DANCE
Magazine. 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights, III. 60004.
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DANCING'S ALWAYS A BALL AT

NORTH CAROLINA'S

Lie
VILL
,,,Deezyptotardo/z.ff/exat,Oft494,14 ./
This spring, bring your dark glasses. The
wild flowers and the great smoky mountains scenery are dazzling!

4 Great Dance
Festival Vacations!
FESTIVA!. PACKAGE
INCLUDES

SWAP SHOP: Apr. 27-May 5
The 1968 Spring Festival will be the 30th
Swap Shop. Special events and activities
will mark this anniversary.

•
•
•

REBEL ROUNDUP: May 5-12
•

ACCENT ON ROUNDS: May 19-26
Emphasis here is on Rounds, so hot hash and
square dance references under Festival package (right) do not apply.

FUN FEST: May 25-June 2
Each festival has its own stellar
squares and rounds.

staff for

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Additional Information, and
Free 4-Color Brochure,
Write

FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT
FONTANA DAM, NORTH CAROLINA

•
•
•
•

28733

•
•
•
•
•

Registration Fees
Cottage or Lodge
Accommodations
3 Fabulous Meals Daily, from
dinner day of arrival through
breakfast on departure
Refreshments and Snacks at
evening dances
Hot Hash Sessions each day
Round Dancing each morning
Square Dancing each afternoon
Festival Dances each evening
Live music by Fontana Ramblers
Golf Greens Fees
Guided Hikes
Movies
Tennis
Swimming Pools
(Weather permitting )
Many indoor games
Free Group Baby Sitting
(Children 2-11 years old )
Miniature Golf
After- Parties
Scenic Drives
"After After" Parties
Loafing (if you can find the
time)

-

Best Square Dance Vacation Value in America!

The usual good Bert Kaemfert music
and conventional routine with change
of rhythm but long AABACCBBAA
Tag.
MY SUNSHINE MIXER — Decca
32204
Choreography by Opal and Joe Cohen.
Good peppy music—a r/d club mixer.

ROUND DANCES
MOLLY BROWN—Belco 227
Choreography by Lucille and Ralph
Turner.
Good music to a favorite singing
call "Molly Brown Is Back In Town".
A flowing intermediate two step.

WALTZ TIME—Grenn 14106
Choreography by Audrey Van Sickle
and Eddie Palmquist.
Good music, -How I Miss You Tonight". A strong intermediate waltz
(English-type) with easily understood
terminology.

MOONLIGHT BRINGS MEMORIES
—Columbia 4.44192
Choreography by Ann and Andy
Handy.
Excellent music and thoughtFULL
advance routine with 32 measures of
no repeat which flows nicely. A hit of
inverted "Smile".

I WANTA QUICKSTEP — Grenn
14106
Choreography by Audrey Van Sickle
and Eddie Palmquist.
"I Want A Girl". Good music and
good basic quick-step.

LOVE FOR LOVE—Decca 32204
Choreography by Nancy and George
Gardner.

RECORD DEALER ROSTER

All new square and round dance records advertised or reviewed in
SQUARE DANCE Magazine are available from the dealers listed
on this page. Write dealer of your choice for the Spring-Summer
1967 Square and Round Dance Record Catalog published by
SQUARE DANCE Magazine.

CANADA

INDIANA

• BERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent,
Saskatoon. Sask.

• STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 S. Main St., Elkhart 46514

MICHIGAN
ILLINOIS
• ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.,
Chicago 60639
• SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1622 N. Rand Rd..
Arlington Heights 60004

•

SCOTT COLBURN'S SADDLERY
33305 Grand River,
Farmington 48024

WASHINGTON
• AQUA RECORD SHOP
1230% Westlake Ave., Seattle 9
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LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS
CLUBS
LEADERS

BADGES THAT SAY "HELLO'"
Any the—shape or design

NATIONAL
NEWS
AND EVENTS

50 colors to choose from. Can copy
any badge or motif. Work out your own
design or we will design a badge for
you. Send in sketch for free club sample.
Also write for our new 284 goofy
badge booklet at 70c ea. Just off the
press, 208 badge booklet on fun qualifying badges. Qualifying badges std.
1.00, deluxe 1.25. Fast service—satisfaction guaranteed.
Also sound equipment—all makes
and power sizes. New & used featuring
Bogen—Ca/ifone—Newcomb.
Mikes: Electra-Voice--N ore/ c o—
Shure Bros.--Sony - and Vega wireless
mikes.
Concord-Roberts—"Sony" tape recorders. Recording tape: Audio & Sony
both reel & cartridge.
Other equipment: sou n d columns,
monitors, mike & speaker stands, 7"
green stock, deluxe record cases & floor
care, records, repair speakers in stock.
Evening and Sunday hours for
area buyers.
Write for info on any badge or sound
neeas. Over 10

years serving square

and round dance trade.

• NEW YORK—The 7th Annual
Spring Tonic will square up March 10
at the Treadway Inn, Niagara Falls,
with Dan Dedo and Bud Redmond
calling, Doris and Laverne Reilly on
rounds. For details on the all-day dance
and dinner, write Dan Dedo, 2505
Tonawanda Rd., N. Tonawanda, N.Y.
14120.

• FLORIDA—The Student Union
Ballroom at the University of Florida
campus will hold 80 squares for the
Spring Fling, March 15-16, when Harry Lackey, Frank Bedell, and Kay
and Ed Mack take the mike. Write
Chet Vetter, 1525 N.E. 14th Ter.,
Gainsville, Fla.

• KANSAS—A Royal Badger Dance
on March 28 at the Community Center,
Schilling Manor, Salina, 8 p.m., featuring Pat Patterson is held to recognize dancers who have earned many
badges. The 1967 Royal Badgers, Mel
and Crystal Kerr, will crown as their
predecessors the two who have the
most badges.

Plastic Engraving Service-0
Division of New Era Engravers
BOB ROTTMANN
11041 So. Tolman Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60655
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527
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• CALIFORNIA—Bob Fisk and Bob
Page call for the 7th Annual Villa
Square Workshop, Sunday, April 7,
1:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Villa Hotel,
San Mateo, Calif. Write Nita Page,
31855 Veril Way, Hayward, Calif.
94544.

•

ILLINOIS—The winning team
line-up for "April Showers" doubleheader, April 26 and 27, includes
Gloria Rios, Nita and Manning Smith,
Bern Aubuchon, Bob Wickers, Ted
Joslin, Jim Tedesco, George Cable, Art
Galvin, calling at the Belle Clair Arena, Belleville, Ill. Camper space is
available.
• MICHIGAN — General chairman
Chuck Dillenbeck announced that the
Mich. S/D Leaders Assn. Annual
Spring Festival will be held Sunday,
May 19, from 1-10 p.m. at Mercy Col—Betty Noll
lege in Detroit.
• MINNESOTA—"Back-to-back
ers" Beryl Main and Johnny LeClair
are featured at the 17th Minn. S/D
Convention, Jefferson School, Alexandria, June 14-16. R/D leaders are
Elmer and Rosemarie Elias.
• KANSAS—Future Federation festivals are April 26-27, with Tommy
Stoye calling and Vivian and Jimmy
Holeman round dancing; October 1819 with Beryl Main calling, Pete and
Don Hickman round dancing. Information is available from Ray and Bet.
ty Short, Chairman, % Happy Tracks,
3223 S. Gordon, Wichita, Kans. 67217.
• MASSACHUSETTS — Pittsfield is
host city for the 9th Annual New England S/D Convention, April 26-27, presented by the Berkshire County S/D
Assn. Three days of dancing to the
finest New England callers, rounds,
fashion show, after-parties, fine food
and beautiful scenery will be enjoyed
by all dancers registering with Lina
and Larry Lane, 101 Elaine Dr., Pittsfield.
• TORONTO—The 7th International S/D Convention is scheduled for
May 30-June 1 with Earl Johnston,
Johnny Davis, Bruce Johnson, Chuck
Raley, Ron Schneider, Norma and
Phil Roberts, Bettye and Charlie Proctor, assisted by Dan Dedo and Norm
Wilcox. Swing your date in '68 at the
Royal York Hotel and enjoy "friendship from coast to coast."

At Your Dealer
Flip Singing Call

"CINCINNATI OHIO"
galled By
Rex Coats
Hi-Hot 358
Round Dances

"WONDERFUL,
WONDERFUL ONE"
"SILVERY MOON"
Hi-Hat 848

H I ilkHAT
Dance Records
VA(§00 VICEMI RECORDS
'THE RECORD DESIGNED ... WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

Newest Re/ease
WW 306
"What's Her Name?''
By Beryl Main
and the Wagon-Masters

9500 Watt 53rd Ave.

Arvada. Colorado

NAME BADGES
Name only,
with town
and/or club
0c EA.
Any State Shape 80c each.
Write for a new full list
of activity badges and new
brochures. We make and
design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order for our
prices. Write for brochure
for full information:

6

A to Z ENGRAVING
Ray Nelson,
P.O. Box 3450
WAUCONDA, Ill. 60064
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GRENN
NEWEST ROUNDS
GR-14108

"CALL ME DARLIN' "

• OHIO—Everybody's going to the
6th Annual Promenade Jamboree, April
21 at the Toledo Sports Arena. Outstanding area callers, demonstrations,
fashion show, exhibits and rounds are
slated to fill the day.

(Waltz) by Joe and Es Turner

"MOONLIGHT

TANGO"

By Hal and Dot Chambers
NEWEST FLIP SQUARE
GR 12100

"ALABAM"
By Earl Johnston

TOP
NEWEST FLIP SQUARES
TOP 25165

"IF YOU'LL JUST COME BACK"
By Herb Keys

• NEVADA—The big event for '68
is the 21st Silver Slate Festival at Centennial Coliseum in Reno. Callers are
Don Franklin, Melton Luttrell and
Dave Abbott with Jean and Ray Hanna on rounds. Dates are May 3-5.
• NEBRASKA—Flyers will be out
in the near future telling of the tours
to interesting spots in the Omaha area
during the National Convention June
20-22. Of special interest will be Boys
Town, SAC Headquarters and Western Electric. Your tour directors are
Coralee and Paul Pursley, 7540 Erskine St., Omaha, Neb. 68134.

TOP 25166

"SHE'LL GO DANCING ANYTIME"
By Paul Hartman

Send News

1st ANNUAL
Western Sq uare and
Round Dancing

About Your

MONTREAT, N. C.
July 4- 5.6, 1968

Staff:
Myrna Cheek, Stanton, Calif. Ted Frye,
Knoxville, Tenn. Billy Joe Oliver, Greeneville,
Tenn. Danny Robinson, Winter Park, FlaHomer Walter, Lexington, Ky. Don Williamson, Greenville, Tenn,

Activities To:

Rounds:

Ruth Jewell & Wray Ferrell, Raleigh, N.C.
For Information write:
Don Williamson
College Hills
Greeneville. Tenn 37743

News Editor
SQUARE DANCE

SL-127

"BARE NECESSITIES"
Flip/Instrumental
By Tommy Farris
Also
SL-126

"SNOWFLAKE"

Magazine
1622 N. Rand Rd.

By Jon Jones

Wonderful Music By
Square L Outlaws

SQUARE L RECORD CO
8512 La

60004

Jolla Ct.

Ft. Worth 16, Tex.
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I 7 th

National Convention
June 20, 21, 22
"Something for everyone" might
very well be the theme for the 17th
National Square Dance Convention,
along with "Swing Your Taw In Omaha." Very special plans are being
made to insure every convention dancer a wonderful time in Nebraska. A
sea of blue and gold will greet you
when you arrive at the Nebraskaland
17th National S/D Convention, June
20 to 22, 1968. Hosts and hostesses
dressed in the official state colors will
be waiting to welcome you to the
greatest square dance event of the
year.
There'll be something for everyone,
especially if you're interested in more
than one phase of the square dance
picture. The biggest thrill of all is
greeting old friends and meeting new
ones in the sets, but let us describe
what else goes on at a "national".
There's all kinds of dancing—that
goes without saying—challenge, intermediate, contra, rounds, teen. And
then there's more dancing—in the
form of after-parties that go on and
on!
Latest news releases include the following details, hot from the mimeomachines.
* There are dancing exhibitions,
which give you a change to rest your
feet and watch others for a while.
There are displays in 75 booths or
more to tempt your pocketbook with
the latest in fashions, publications and
novelties. For those who sew their
own clothes, a sewing panel moderated
by a former Nebrsaka first lady, will
attract you. For those who are involved
in editing or printing bulletins or
magazines, a special press breakfast
and panel will be offered.
* 1780 advance registrations had

Omaha, Nebr.
been received, representing 31 states
and Canada.
* Early registrants are invited to
be "Boosters" and encourage their
friends to register. Get a good gimmick like a "Blue and Gold Dance"
or free stamped envelopes in which
to mail registrations, and see how
many dancers from your clubs will
sign up.
* Sewing Panel viewers will enjoy
a Fashion Roundup of commerciallymade western attire directed by the
Omaha Modeling Agency, and a
Fashion Show of self-styled square
dance clothes, modeled by callers' wives
from all states. Door prizes and surprises also await the home heroines
who attend on June 21, 1-3. p.m.
* Round dance clinics are planned
for every dancer's need: Experimental
Rounds, Styling, Quick-Step and Waltzing. Round dance panels will feature
such topics as After-parties, Basics,
Terminology, Problems of Round
Dancing, and Round Dance Teachers
Councils and Associations, all presented by leading round dance teachers.
* Also for round dancers, a Trail
End Round Dance party will be held
Wednesday, June 19, 8 p.m., at the
Blackstone Hotel. Programmed rounds
will include the very easy favorites
and more advanced dances. "Come
round dance with us" is the invitation
of Stan and Doris Micek.
* Three other trail end square
dances are offered: Crossroads Shopping Center Mall, Southroads Shopping Center Parking Lot, and the
Sheraton-Fontanelle Hotel Ballroom.
Information on these free dances will
be available at all hotels:: motels and
the convention auditorium.',..
* SOLO dancers witl receive
ribbons as they arrive 1W 'Otnaha to
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ANNOUNCING A NEW RELEASE

S
A
S
H

Now Available
At Your Dealers

"FREE WHEELIN HOBO"
Flip Inst. SHY 109
Called by JACK MAY
PLUS

YOU TWO TIMED ME
ONE TIME TOO OFTEN"
Flip Inst. SHY 110
Called by JACK MAY
Snappy Music by the
*CROSSTRAI LERS•
P.O. BOX 7591

A
V
REC OROS

OREGON, OHIO 43616 U.S.A.

Your 6uaratttrr of the finest
in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

Since 1898

Quolity

At Better Stores Everywhere
F. L. Wilmarth Co., East Prov., R.1.

FOR FUN
ENE DANCER'S COBB. !

L 1887

I/ NIMPI SI;IS
.
17.11:ifliCage.

JOIN THE

NSDA
NOW
Write for brochure:
National Square Dance Acin,
1622 N. Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60004
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help them find the many other SOLO

partners, young and young at heart,
who will be waiting to create new
friendships in Omaha.
* Several free trail dances will
make traveling to Omaha more fun.
Write Jack Livingston, 5112 W. 12 St.
Speedway, Ind. 46224, for news on
these: June 14, Evansville, Ind.; June
15, Quincy, Ind.; June 16, Effingham,
Ill.; June 17, Lancaster, Wisc.; June
18, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Frank Lesparance, 2409 Greenfield, Wichita, Kans.
67217 has details on a June 15 dance
given by the San Diego Square Dance
Association. Mike's Barn, Phoenix,
Ariz. is hosting a dance on June 16.
Three dances on June 18 are being
promoted by Francis Zeller, Box 67,
McCracken, Kan. 67556; Bob Marshall, 2005 Center Street, Marysville,
Kan.; and Bill Peterson, Star Drug
Co., Williamsburg, Iowa.
* Now, for those who have questions about the mechanics of the Convention, here are some answers—and
reminders:
Housing—You must be registered for the Convention before your housing reservation
will be honored. All housing
reservations will be confirmed after Jan. 1, 1968.
Convention Site—The Civic
Auditorium is located at 17th
and Capitol Ave. in the center of town, and within 8
blocks of all downtown hotels and motels.
Transport—Shuttlebus service
will be provided to all main
hotels and motels. Auto parking lot facilities are located
in the immediate area.
After-parties—All parties will
will be held downtown with
the possible exception of one
tentatively scheduled at 70th
and Dodge.
Elvo and Geneva Pratt, Cook, Nebr.
68329, will be happy to receive
your advance registrations now and
to answer any further questions you
might have about arrangements for
the National Convention. Plan now—
to "Swing Your Taw in Omaha." ❑

MODEL 636 "Slimair" Dynamic—Exceptionally fine for PA, recording and
general use. Response 60-13,000 cps;
output-58db. Pop-proof head. Wide
pickup range. On-off switch. Satin
chrome finish. Tiltable head. Built-in
MC-4 connector. 18' cable. 101/4"
long including stud. List price $72.50.

OUR PRICE ... $43.50
MODEL 623 Slim Dynamic—Ideal for
PA, recording and general use. Use
on stand or in hand. Omnidirectional.
Response 60.12,000 cps; output level
—56 db. Hi- or Lo-Z by changing
one wire in connector. Pressure cast;
satin chrome finish. Tiltable head. Onoff switch. 18' cable. 71/2" by 15/16".
List price $57.00.

OUR PRICE ... $34.20
MODEL 630 High Fidelity, High-Output Dynamic — Response 60-11,000
cps; output level-55 db. Unaffected
by heat or humidity. Acoustalloy diaphragm. Tiltable head. Built-in MC-3
connector. On-off switch. Satin chrome
finish. Available in Hi-Z or 150
(matches 50-250 ohms). Lo-Z balanced
to ground. Size 2"561/4". 18' cable.
List price $52.50.

OUR PRICE ... $31.50
MODEL 924 Lavalier Crystal— For
chest or hand use. Supplied with neck
cord, support clips and 18' cable. Satin chrome finish. Wire mesh head
acoustically treated for wind and
moisture protection. Output-60 db.
Response 60-8,000 cps. Hi-Z. 3-5/32"
x1-7/32". Cable has integral strain
relief. List price $20.00.

OUR PRICE ... $12.00

You get terrific savings plus a FREE gift when
you buy a top quality Electro-Voice Mike NOW!
Look over these fine values in famous ElectroVoice Mikes. Never before such low, low prices
PLUS a choice of a FREE GIFT with any model,
except the MODEL 924. Send check or moneyorder for full amount. We pay postage. We
also furnish free plug with mike. Specify type
needed. Hurry, order today.

Square Dance Shop
1622 N. Rand Rd.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60004
(312) 255-4060

YOUR CHOICE OF 3 GIFTS
(Except with Model 924)
A. 5 FREE RECORDS
Reg. $7.25 value. Our assortment.
B STEEL RECORD CASE
Sturdy, lightweight. Holds 120
45 rpm records. $6.00 value.
C. TRADE IN OLD MIKE
$6.00 ALLOWANCE
Regardless of condition. Doesn't
have to work.
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NOW 40E.'S A gPECIAL QCEAN 1/1/AVE 1,NORKSHOP#
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business
if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels
and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a
dealer of square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance
to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest von
for complete details- No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU

CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,
Temple City.

ILLINOIS
Heritage Distributing Corp.
1622 N. Rand Rd.,
Arlington Heights 60004

NEBRASKA
Square Dance Distributors
208 Lyric Building
Omaha

CANADA
Canadian Music Sales
58 Advance Road,
Toronto, Ont.

MICHIGAN
Scott Colburn's Saddlery
33305 Grand River,
Farmington 58024

OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16,
Bath

,•
GEORGIA, .
Record rfiNttibutors
2581 Piedmont Rd.. N.E.,
Atlanta 30324

MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood,
St. Louis 63119

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
1230,4 Westlake Ave. N..
Seattle 8
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FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY-12 GREAT WEEKS—June 9-Aug. 31
LYONS,
COLO.

I3+11
ANNUAL

SQUARE DANCE
VACATIONS
Located in the heart of the beautiful
Rocky Mountains, Peaceful Valley
Lodge is like a dream come true as
the perfect vacation spot for the entire family. Enjoy three wonderful
meals every day (all you can eat);
evening dance parties; special programs for teenagers and children under trained leadership; swimming in
heated, filtered pool; horseback riding and instruction; trout fishing;
hiking; wonderful scenery and real
trail fellowship, weekend wilderness
pack trips, scenic jeep trips to ghost
towns and gold mining camps. After
party fun. Workshops on Squares
and/or Rounds in daytime; dancing
in evening for entire family and later
for adults only. The only bona fide
dude ranch offering square dance
vacations.
1968 STAFF AND DATES
June 9-June 15
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
June 16-June 22
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
Cal and Gloria Lambert, Houston, Texas
June 22-June 29
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois
Bob and Shirley Wickers, Manchester, Missouri
June 30-July 6
Ray and Ev Quade, Janesville, Wisconsin
Art and Mary Weisensel, Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
July 7-July 13
Don and Elsie Burkholder. Maple Hill,
Kansas
Art and Mickey Matthews, Chicago, Illinois
July 14-July 20
Don and Elsie Burkholder, Maple Hill,
Kansas
Dale and Florence Wagner, New Berlin,
Wisconsin

July 21-July 27
Bill and Dolly Barr. Carmichael, California
Dale and Florence Wagner, New Berlin
Wisconsin
July 28-August 3
Bill and Doily Barr. Carmichael, California
Floyd and Magdalene Bohart, Louisville,
Kentucky
August 4-August 10
Jim and Be Knight, Kansas City, Kansas
Tom and Dolly Miller, San Louis Obispo,
California
August 11-August 17
Max and Lovella Forsyth, Indianapolis,
Indiana
Jim and Irma Stewart. Rosemont, Illinois
August 18-August 24
Max and Lovella Forsyth, Indianapolis,
Indiana
Bob and Marilyn Radford, Kansas City,
Missouri
August 25-August 31
Ben and Nan Baldwin, Champaign, Illinois

Write or Telephone for FREE Brochure

KARL E. BOEHM, Peaceful Valley Lodge. SD-4, Star Rt.,
Telephone (303) 747-2204
Lyons. Colo. 80540

No. 6/111
Charming! Whit. cotton pique
with a bright floral design of pop.
pies in blue or In rose. The dress Is
one-place and the midriff tie Is sewed
Into the side seam. It can tie In front or
.t will also tie to the back. If tied In front
the contrasting color shows.
$2/11
Handling Charge

51 .00

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Each dress Is custom made by an
expert seamstress to your measurements. Please state Bust, Waist,
and Skirt length—from bottom of
your waistband to the lower edge
of your skirt. Also state your usual
dress size. Add $1.00 to cover postage and handling charges.

Fashions by

NITA SMITH

113 WALTON DRIVE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77840
113 WALTON, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

A beautiful dress of white all-over
cotton lace.

Skirt features three

loose flounces. Entire dress Is lined
In a color: red, shocking pink, light
blue, golden yellow, spring green. The
bodice Is a low V both front and back.

$48.1%
No. 4705

Handling Charge — S1.00
Match a slip to the colorful
lining I And Pantalettes, too

